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No matter what strange twists technology takes along the road of advancement, nothing will ever
eliminate the need for arcades.  And, while many of us are using the console gaming platform as a
means of satisfying this craving, online gaming continues to flourish.  Without the need for a
console, special software, or expensive hardware, gamers can enjoy the best Flash-style games
available by simply finding a good online design team.  Once you have located a rogue group of
game developers that are putting together the kinds of titles that keep you entertained, you have
tapped into every gamerâ€™s dream â€“ the ability to play as many games as you want without ever
spending a cent.  Welcome to the 21st century arcades.

Creating stick games is something that many designers do in their spare time.  Many spend
countless hours developing titles for large production companies, and while that may be fun, there is
a certain restrictive element that can often suck the creativity out of the entire process.  To satisfy
this urge, they take to the internet and develop games that are offered up to eager gamers free of
charge.  They are hosted on web platforms and are completely playable without downloading or
installing software.  But, with so many designers out there, how can you find the best creators in the
online world?

Graphics Quality

With design programs like Flash helping the gaming world rapidly expand, you can find some
incredible games across the internet.  And, just because we are talking about stick games, donâ€™t fall
into the trap of believing that great graphics are not involved.  In fact, the only reason stick figures
are used is because that is what maintains a creation to the genre.  You can find several titles that
utilize plenty of eye candy while maintaining the simplistic feel that has caused such a stir in the
industry. 

Clever Game Play

Another telling aspect of a quality online game designer involves the intricacies of the game play. 
The controls will always be simple, generally using the mouse and keyboard arrow keys, but did the
designers do something to set their creation apart from other free online games?  If so, then you
may have a special website on your hands.  Bringing life to stick characters isnâ€™t easy, and if they
have created a scenario that keeps you entertained, you have an endless supply of gaming hours
you will be logging.

Blending Game Genres

Great stick games should bring elements of various gaming styles together into a single title.  If you
like strategy oriented games, there should be other elements sprinkled in like action or a variety of
battle styles.  All of these things, when combined, can create an incredible experience that can be
played again and again, maintaining the entertainment value every time.  Skills can be improved
upon, so you will have something to work for each time you play.  Because the sites usually keep
leader boards of high scores, you can do your best to take that coveted top spot. 

The variety that is found on stick games websites continually refreshes the genre, ensuring that
things do not get stagnant.  Additionally, because so many developers are involved in the creation
process, you are assured of fresh takes on gaming styles and classic titles alike.  With the number
of websites one finds with a single search, it is obvious that a gamer could play these games every
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day and never play the same one twice.  The 21st century has brought us a new kind of arcade and
if one thing remains constant, itâ€™s that gamers will want to game and developers will keep delivering
the titles!
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